
BIBLICAL/GODLY
INTERNAL 

LOCUS OF CONTROL CYCLE 1.  FEELINGS CHECK
Name the emotion

Process the emotion in a godly way
Turn off the alarm by biblically 

validating the emotion 

2.  I AM OK
Name biblical gifts

Name biblical affirmations
Name  godly 

accomplishments

3. REVIEW/REFRAME
Challenge what parents 

taught you
What does God say?

4. NEEDS/WANTS
Name  what you need
Name what you want

Do your needs/wants line up 
with God/Bible

5. RECEIVE FROM GOD
  Supports - Who/What

Encouragement - What/How
Validate - Recognize/Affirm 

the God In You

6. GRIEVE/MOURN
Your losses/traumas
Biblical/godly healing CHRIST       

IN/WITH 
YOU

COL. 1:27
EPH. 3:17
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What Are Your Sinful/Problem Feelings?
        What makes some of your feelings problematic?                
        What was going on when you experienced the situation that 
created your problem feelings? 
        List your problem feelings and what problems they have 
caused in your life?

What Are Your Problem Behaviors?
     How did your stinking thinking lead to problem behaviors? 
     How have your problem behaviors protected you?  
hurt you? 
     How are your problem behaviors worldly/ungodly? 
     How have your problem feelings led to problem behaviors?  
     List your problem behaviors?

How Did You Develop Stinking *Thinking?
     How and why is your thinking sinful/wrong? 
     How did you learn your wrong sinful/thinking? 
     What feelings are associated with your sinful/wrong thinking? 
     How scary is it to change your sinful/wrong thinking? 
     What is the payoff in keeping your sinful/wrong thinking? 
     What is the benefit in learning a healthy/godly way to think 
and believe? 
      List your stinking thinking. 
*  Thinking includes beliefs and assumptions.
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How Does The Bible Tell You To Think?
       Identify your sinful/faulty thinking and replace it with 
godly/biblical thinking. How might this be challenging/
difficult?      

Celebrate your successes.
        Identify consistence and success in achieving your 
new godly spirit-filled thinking and behavior. 
        How has your changed/renewed godly/biblical 
thinking and behavior improved your life? your 
relationships

Plan and Carryout Biblical Behavior.
       What is your plan to carry out biblical behavior? 
       What can hamper/interfere with your plan? 
       How might your godly thinking and feelings help lead 
to your biblical behavior? 

Identify Spirit-Controlled Feelings.
        Understand and practice the fruits of the spirit. 
        What is your commitment to changing/renewing your 
thinking? 
         Understanding that changing your stinking thinking to 
godly/biblical thinking is a matter of obedience.  Are you 
ready to be obedient? How might you be challenged?
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